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Measuring Learning
(taking up the challenge in Higher Education)

Geoff N Masters

Institutions of Learning
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Institutions of Learning

- advancing human knowledge

- staff learning (advanced expertise)

- student learning (grad & undergrad)

- institutional learning

At a fundamental level, the success of
an institution of learning is measured

by the amount and quality of the
learning occurring within it.
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-  Research

-  Teaching

-  Service
} vehicles LEARNING

indicators of ‘research output’

- income from competitive grants

- citations in peer-reviewed journals

- successful commercialisations

- etc

How well do these indicate ‘learning’
(contribution to human knowledge)? 
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indicators of ‘quality teaching’

- surveys of student satisfaction

- measures of student engagement

- course completion and pass rates

- etc

How well do these indicate ‘learning’
(student knowledge, skills, attributes)?

In an institution of learning, the
measurement of learning is

an institutional priority.

How well, as an institution, are we 
achieving our core business? 
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Measuring Student Learning

The assessment of student learning
often is addressed only at the

level of individual courses.

(ie, course assessments)

How much of what I taught has this 
student successfully learnt? 
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But the amount and quality of student
learning occurring in an institution

should be an institutional
      concern.

- The measurement of student learning 
is a non-trivial challenge.

- This is a field of research in its own right.

- Many routine ‘course assessments’ 
remain untouched by advances in the field.

- Best practice in the measurement of 
student learning tends to be found outside 
higher education.  
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I will focus now on some general challenges
in measuring student learning...

         (likely to be equally relevant across education sectors)

Some Measurement Challenges

1. Selecting applicants for entry

2. Establishing readiness and starting points

3. Assessing and reporting student learning

4. Setting and maintaining standards (expectations)

5. Measuring generic capabilities

6. Building capacity to measure learning
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   Selecting applicants for entry

• in part a matching task – ensuring that
applicants have the capabilities required for
success in a program / course

Quantitative and
formal reasoning

Critical
reasoning

Verbal and
plausible reasoning

science and

mathematics
arts, humanities 

and social sciences

Interpretation Socio-cultural
understanding

Argument
analysis

Decision
making

Problem
solving

Dealing with
information
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   Selecting applicants for entry

• in part a matching task – ensuring that
applicants have the capabilities required for
success in a program / course

• sometimes also a process of managing a fair
competition (limited places, scholarships, etc)

• equity considerations – identify capacity and
provide opportunities for those who have been
disadvantaged by circumstances

• use of measurement instruments in this
process (GAMSAT, UMAT, STAT, UniTEST, etc)

Establishing readiness and
starting points
• diagnose gaps in knowledge and understanding

• identify the need for bridging courses,
supplementary support, special interventions

• use of measurement instruments for this
purpose:
  Tertiary Education Mathematics Test (TEMP)
  Tertiary Writing Assessment (TWA)
  English Language Skills Assessment (ELSA)
  Work Readiness Assessment Package (WRAP)
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ideally, it should be possible to:

• compare levels of student achievement in a course
from one year to the next (consistent standards)

Assessing and reporting
student learning

Ways of attempting to ensure consistency:

• common test / examination

• ‘equated’ tests / examinations

• consensus (social) moderation
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ideally, it should be possible to:

• compare levels of student achievement in a course
from one year to the next (consistent standards)

• interpret levels of student achievement in terms of
what an individual is likely to know, understand
and be able to do

Assessing and reporting
student learning
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Level 4.  difficulty: 567
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ideally, it should be possible to:

• compare levels of student achievement in a course
from one year to the next (consistent standards)

• interpret levels of student achievement in terms of
what an individual is likely to know, understand
and be able to do

• measure what progress a student makes (eg, over
the course of a year or over several years)

Assessing and reporting
student learning
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ideally, it should be possible to:

• compare levels of student achievement in a course
from one year to the next (consistent standards)

• interpret levels of student achievement in terms of
what an individual is likely to know, understand
and be able to do

• measure what progress a student makes (eg, over
the course of a year or over several years)

• compare levels of achievement in an area across
institutions / campuses

Assessing and reporting
student learning
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ideally, it should be possible to:

• compare levels of student achievement in a course
from one year to the next (consistent standards)

• interpret levels of student achievement in terms of
what an individual is likely to know, understand
and be able to do

• measure what progress a student makes (eg, over
the course of a year or over several years)

• compare levels of achievement in an area across
institutions / campuses

Assessing and reporting
student learning

Setting and maintaining standards
(expectations)

• are standards being maintained?
(eg, does an H1 indicate the same level of achievement
as it did in the past?)

• would we know?  how?
• what is done to ensure that expectations

(eg, for achievement of an H1) are
maintained?

• what efforts are made to benchmark
standards against other institutions?
internationally?
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Measuring generic capabilities

Measuring generic capabilities

• education institutions identify generic capabilities
that learners are expected to develop

• employers are calling for ‘employability’ skills
• evidence of generic capability development is

patchy and employers often see employees as
underprepared

• should better measures of generic capabilities
be developed?

• use of measurement instruments?
(eg, Graduate Skills Assessment, GSA)
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Building capacity to measure
learning

• build individual and institutional capacity
to measure learning

• establish infrastructure to do this
• decide on capabilities (if any) to be measured

and monitored across the institution
• set minimum requirements for the

measurement of learning
• build discipline-based capacity and cross-

institutional networks
• collect, analyse and act on data about

student learning

in summary…

• learning is the core business
• better measures are required of the amount

and quality of learning taking place
• this should be an institutional priority
• much is known about how to measure

learning
• many of the challenges (six mentioned) are

common across education sectors
• Australia is in a position to lead
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Thank You


